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Abstract—Cloud Service Providers (CSPs) nowadays are servicing huge amount of network and storage traffic in their
data centers imposing huge cost and burden on their server
system. The problem becomes worse with the introduction of
virtualization technologies which increases traffic manifolds.
Applications such as software-defined storage (SDS) and big
data also increase traffic between servers, and often Remote
Direct Memory Access (RDMA) is used to accelerate storage data
transfers between servers. In this paper we propose to virtualize
the storage capabilities of the host server and offload them to a
SmartNIC, reducing load on host CPU, making the system robust
in a cost effective way. We also demonstrate that SmartNICs can
do this virtualized networked storage in a more efficient, easier
to manage and look-a-like to local physical storage.
Index Terms—CSPs, Storage Offload, SmartNIC, NVMe, Custom Logic, CPU exhaustive

I. I NTRODUCTION
There is an increasing demand for storage spaces and
network functionality in today’s world for complex and performance sensitive applications. With the advent of virtualized
system and pay-per-use business model there is an ever
increasing pressure on CSPs to provide the users with the
best possible performance and I/O bandwidth, with reduced latency on per request basis. These virtualized solutions employ
multiple virtual machines (VMs). I/O requests coming from
these VMs are processed by vHost running on Host server
and transfer them to host Network and Storage controller. The
host servers thus exhaust out in terms of CPU performance and
memory whenever there is burst of requests. Overall network
throughput gets impacted, latency increases and performance
degrades.
Moreover CSPs deploy multiple processors for security and
cryptograpgy which consumes good number of host CPUs
available for network packet processing and storage [1]. CSPs
also sometimes tend to do a lot of live migration in their host
servers, where VMs migrate from one host server to another
in case of an emergency or debug scenario [2]. For doing live
migration there is a requirement to modify a lot of proprietary
software on the host which is cumbersome and also running
those softwares is CPU intensive.
To solve this problem traditionally CSPs employed more
number of host servers with added CPU computing power,
more memory and enlarged storage capacity. However there

are limitations to the above approach. One of them is that
the additional CPUs require a lot of setup and maintenance
cost and physical rack space. Also scalability is a huge
problem because of under-utilization of system. To improve
storage performance, CSPs have employed NVMe (NonVolatile Memory Express) controller in their host servers for
storage processing. However there is a latency bottleneck
here in the implementation of shared storage or storage area
networking where data needs to be transferred between the
host (initiator) and the NVMe-enabled storage array (target)
[3].
The alternative to the above approach has been thought as
offloading some of these memory intensive and CPU exhaustive processes to additional H/W or virtualize them. Using
NVMe-oF (NVMe-over-fabric) solves the latency bottleneck
in the host by acting as a messaging layer between the host
computer and target SSDs or in a shared system network over
ultra-high speed RDMAs/Fibre Channels [4][5][6].
SmartNICs are thought to be the answer here for all the
problems discussed above. Multiple features related to network
packet processing, storage, cryptography, live migration, etc
could be offloaded to SmartNICs which could be easily
attached to the Host server over PCI Express [7][8]. This
would free additional CPU power in host server which can
be allocated to additional virtual machines. Like networking
offload with vSwitch and crypto handling, SmartNICs can have
storage controllers which efficiently manage both H/w and
S/W to provide high throughput with low latency and greater
performance than a networked or local storage [9]. These
storage controllers access storage data by deploying NVMeoF (NVMe-over-TCP or NVME-over-RDMA) and send storage request from Host/VM to remote cloud storage. Having Storage controllers on SmartNICs reduces complexity of
maintaining software and support direct data transfer between
VMs and SmartNIC over PCIe. Also it allows CSPs to deploy
specific cryptograpy for storage traffic or maintain local cache
for improved performance and redundancy. Moreover custom
logic in SmartNIC will be able to assist the Live Migration of
running VMs to different Host Server.
Fig. 1 highlights the offloading of processes from Host
Server’s CPU to a SmartNIC’s memory core. This frees
CPU cycles on the host side which could be used for other
CPU intensive processes. This saves a lot of revenue as the
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Fig. 2: Traditional Standard Setting of Storage solutions by
CSPs

Fig. 1: Offload from Host Server to SmartNIC

HOST
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CSP need not buy additional servers and economizes power
usage (a server costs more and requires more power than a
SmartNIC) [10]. Since the offload is done to a SmartNIC, it
would be able to substitute many of the major functionality
of Host’s CPU and give added features in terms of packet
processing [11].
In this paper we propose a virtualized networked storage
solution which would emulate the storage capability of a host
server and would free a lot of storage and packet processing
memory required on the host, by offloading these activities
to itself. Section II of the paper describes the system model,
section III gives performance analysis for our solution and in
section IV we conclude giving scope of future work.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
A standard setting would have the host server connected
to multiple storage devices. These storage devices could be
physically attached like SSD or NVMe storage arrays or
emulated backed by cloud storage [12]. Also there would be a
standard NIC connected to the Host over which all the network
and storage requests to cloud storage would be transported.
In more complex case of virtualized system, Host server
would be running multiple VMs (Virtual Machine) sharing
all available CPUs and memory resources. Network requests
from VMs would be processed by vHost (and vSwitch)
application running on Host System which in-turn transfer
them to connected NIC. Similarly, storage requests would be
processed by vHost application running on Host system and
eventually would be terminated at local physical storage or
get transferred to Cloud over NIC. Fig. 2 depicts this type
of system with vHost application and local physical storage.
In more advanced system, CSPs deploy NVMe or RDMA
controller to commit storage requests to local storage arrays
and remote cloud respectively. This improves system latency
and performance. Fig. 3 depicts that type of system. The
response path is exactly the opposite in both the cases. There
is significant delay in these models as the request goes through
multiple devices and multiple processing stages.
In our model we offload the processing of these requests
(storage and network) to a SmartNIC which is connected to

... VM
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PCIe
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Fig. 3: Standard Setting of Storage solutions by CSPs using
NVMe-oRDMA

the host over PCI Express. Fig. 4 demonstrates our system
topology and implementation. A SmartNIC has its own CPU
cores and custom logic to handle control and data path for
Network traffic in the most efficient way. The SmartNIC
have in-built RDMA RoCEv2 controller and uses NVMe-oF
internally to communicate with cloud storage over Ethernet.
There are multiple storage protocols possible in a SmartNIC.
CSPs can configure SPDK application running on SmartNIC
to transfer the requests generated at Host either to local
NVMe storage array or to NVMe-over-tcp or over NVMeover-RDMA. CSPs can also configure cryptography algorithm
for transferring storage traffic across Ethernet.
III. P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS
Fig. 5 showcases the software and hardware setup for
running performance analysis test cases on the Storage Offload
feature. Our SmartNIC presents itself as SR-IOV capable
virtio-blk and virtio-net PFs (Physical Function). Each of the
PFs and respective VFs (Virtual Functions) can be independently accessed by one of VMs directly. For performance
analysis fio application running on Host server issues block
read or write requests to the virtio-blk PF/VF device. SPDK
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Fig. 4: Storage offload solution using SmartNIC

application running on SmartNIC gets those requests and
process them. Either requests are completed at local NVMe
array or over iscsi. Here we shared data with two approach –
one with iscsi, intiator running on Host and storage at remote
server, and other with local storage.

Fig. 5: Performance Analysis Setup
As per our test reports a R/W operation performed via
fio with the block size of 512 bytes and queue size of 32
performed in a single virtio-blk device resulted in 1267k IOPS
(Input Output Per Second). Testing with block sizes of 512
and 4096 bytes and queue sizes of 32 and 128 resulted in
varied performance outputs. Table I reflects the performance
test results. In 4096 bytes block size Host is able to utilize
PCI Express bandwidth fully.
TABLE I: Storage Offload Performance Testing Results with
SPDK
Block Size
512
512
4096
4096

Queue Size
32
128
32
128

IOPS
1267k
2314k
896k
1547k

IOPS

Bandwidth(Gbps)

1318k
1274k
1771k
1711k

40.24
38.8
54.04
52.24

Latency(ms)
P50
P99
38.14
48.89
36.6
52.99
26.75
34.04
18.816
40.704

Table II shows performance testing results on an iSCSI
target device with block data size of 4096 bytes and queue
size as 128. The delay in milliseconds for 50% (P50) and
99% (P99) completion of storage request is also showcased in
the picture. This delay is not that significant as compared to
the offloading benefits provided by SmartNIC.
IV. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we discussed about the performance and
scalability issues the CSPs face in their Servers to match with
ever evolving demand of data-rich applications, in terms of I/O
bandwidth, I/O latency, CPU computing power and cost. They
also face in-efficiency implementing cryptography in general
purpose processors and supporting live migration. SmartNICs
are those devices which would help CSPs to solve the above
problems as they could offload functionality like network
packet processing, storage, cryptography, live-migrations to
specially built hardware and software combinations. Thereby
reducing cost, scalability bottleneck and also introducing abstraction. This abstraction is even more beneficial in the long
run as advancement in technologies or evolving computational
requirements in hardware and software would not require
change in core computing system of Servers.
Specifically, on storage offloads to SmartNIC, we showed
that Host can utilize maximum PCI-E bandwidth easily while
processing storage requests through SmartNIC. Although there
is minimal increase in latency, intelligent hardware-software
design on SmartNIC can better the number. However there are
still a lot of open areas which could be addressed. Our solution
does not incorporate inline-cryptography, local storage caching
or live-migrations in the SmartNIC. In future work, we would
like to address these aspects as well.
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